
AN IT LEADERS GUIDE TO

Test Consultancy

nFocus’ consultation has been created to

understand your current situation at a high

level. nFocus provide an informed

recommendation on how we can best support

your automation efforts, whilst providing

valuable feedback on your current approach. 

Understand the health of your existing test

automation. Whether you’ve got an existing

framework that has fallen into disrepair, your team

are unable to maintain and update your existing

regression pack or key resources have left leaving

you questioning your approach; the test automation

health check will help identify the right way forward

for your organisation.

Consultation
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AUTOMATION

Test automation readiness
assessment

Helping you to identify the right approach,

tooling and skills needed to successfully

implement a test automation strategy to

enable your adoption of Agile and DevOps.

Drawing on twenty-one years of experience and

innovation, nFocus will undertake a fact-based

review process covering your methodologies,

technology stack, internal skills and resources to

identify the right approach to test automation

for your organisation.

In a very short time we’ll be able to create you a

roadmap including a recommended approach

with appropriate tooling. You can then begin to

implement this yourself or seek further support

with our test automation consultancy.

Health check

Accelerated automation
By setting the automation strategy, including the

approach to test data, environments, training the

testers on how to follow the approach and

converting current tests to automated tests, we can

accelerate your adoption of test automation. 

We can then incrementally hand over these

automated tests for your existing team to manage

the change and extend the automated regression

pack going forwards. You will be able to see the

benefits of this engagement within the first month. 

A set of services for improving, implementing and maintaining your test automation to

enable successful, quicker and more effective regression testing. 
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In additional to accelerating your adoption of test

automation, nFocus can complement your existing

team with our own test automation professionals;

either on site or remotely to add to the regression

pack and execute the tests on an on-going basis. 

Many of our clients take advantage of this option to

get the most out of their existing team through

mentoring, overcoming peaks in requirements, and

ensuring the agreed automation strategy is followed. 

Whether you have an existing automated

regression pack, or are about to embark on a test

automation journey, have you considered the

efficiency and cost benefits of outsourcing the

creation and maintenance on an on-going basis? 

By outsourcing regression testing you are

reducing the risk of losing subject matter

knowledge from team members leaving, gaining

eighteen plus years of automation success and

guaranteeing change will be maintained under an

SLA.

On-demand automation test
professionals

Automation managed
service

Experts in our field

Longest established UK-owned pure play testing

consultancy

Specialist QA and testing consultancy for over 21 years 

The only company to win Leading Vendor at the European

Software Testing Awards on two separate occasions

Managing a team of over 120 UK based consultants

Vast domain experience

We are truly independent and only deliver testing services 

Experience of working within all processes and

methodologies 

Our speciality is providing the right expertise on site in the

UK 

We're a multi award-winning testing consultancy and have been named Leading

Vendor by the European Software Testing Awards as well as being regularly

featured in the Test Magazine’s 20 Leading Testing Providers.

Get in touch to discuss our Test Automation services, 
or talk through your situation with one of our specialists.


